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Abstract 
Hochstrasser, B., A note on Winkler’s algorithm for factoring a connected graph, Discrete 
Mathematics 109 (1992) 127-132. 
Let the connected graph G be canonically embedded into a Cartesian product fl,,, CF. We 
improve a method of Winkler (1987) for partitioning I in a way suitable for finding the unique 
prime factorization of G. 
We start by defining the Cartesian product of graphs. Let Gl(V,, E,) and 
G2(V2, E2) be graphs. Then the Cartesian product G, x G2 has as vertices the 
pairs (v,, v,) with ZJ~ E V, and v2 E V,. (v,, v,) is connected by an edge to (w, , w2) 
in Gr X G2 just when {v,, wl} E El and v2 = w2, or when v1 = w1 and {v2, w2} E 
E2. A connected graph G has a canonical embedding into a product graph; 
Winkler [9] was the first to use this embedding in a polynomial-time Cartesian- 
factoring algorithm for connected graphs. We show in this paper how to improve 
the running time of Winkler’s algorithm. 
Let G(V, E) be a connected graph with IV1 = n and IEI = m, and let X, y E V be 
arbitrary vertices. We define d&z, y) as the number of edges in a shortest path 
between Y and y. It is easy to see that & is a metric on V. Define a relation 6 on 
E (see Djokovic [3]) as follows: if e = {x, y} E E, e’ = {x’, y’} E E then e Oe’ iff 
&(x, x’) + 4Ay, y’) f 4;(x, y’) + &(x’, y). 
This BP ht;on is well-defined, reflexive and symmetric. Its transitive closure @ is 
an equivalence relation. Let Ei, i E I, be the equivalence classes of 6. Thus, 
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For each i E I, let Gt denote the graph (V, E\E,) and let Ci,k, k E K, denote the 
connected components of Gi- Form the graphs GT(VF, ET), i E I, by letting 
VF = { Ci.k 1 k E K) and taking (Ci,k, Ci,j} to be an edge of GF iff some edge in Ei 
P Ci,k t0 a vertex in Cij 
We now d&ne a mapping Cui : V -+ VtF by setting &i(x) = Ci.k if x E Ci.k. Since 
v =Ukah ViCi,k) the mapping Cui is well defined. We call it the natural 
contrsztian or V to VT. 
Next, d4ne an embedding 
cr:G--+n G’ 
which we will call the 
for any x E V. 
canonical embedding of G, by setting a( = a;-(x), i E I, 
Lemma 1 (Graham and Winkler [7]). The mapping LX is isometric and 
irredundant, i.e., each GT has at least two vertices and the projections ai : G ---, GT 
are surjective. The number of factors k = 1 II is called the isometric dimension of G, 
and a! is the unique embedding of G into a product graph with at least k factors that 
have the above properties. The dimension of each factor CT is 1. 
Note that most random graphs have dimension 1 and are thus unfactorable. 
However, the dimension may be as much as n - 1 in the case of a tree. and this 
shows that even prime graphs can have high dimension. For further results on 
isometric embeddings the reader is referred to Winkler [lo]. 
If G(V, E) is the Cartesian product of graphs H, and Hz then there exists a 
partition of the index set I = { 1,2, . . . , k} into sets I, and 1, together with 
canonical representations 
such that the followmg diagram commutes: 
G = 4 x 4 
1 a 1 hl 1 II, Jr 
Conversely, any partition of I into I, and 1, induces mappings hj : G+- 
ai,, Gi, i = 1,2. If Hj is the image of G under hj then h, X h2 is an isometric 
embedding of G into HI x Hz_ If this mapping happens to be surjective, we have 
G = H, x Hz and we call the partition (II, 12) of i good. Otherwise there can be no 
factonng of G corresponding to the partition (I,, f2). 
Now, if we can find an index set T with T G II or T c I2 for all good partitions 
(I,, Iz) then the image of G in I-I GT, i E T, is unfactorable with respect to the 
Cartesian product. 
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Suppose the canonical embedding cy is available and the vertex set Vi* = 
(192, * * * , ni} with IV:1 B 2 (see Lemma 1) is assigned to each CT, i E I. The 
mapping a assigns to each vertex v F V a vertex in the product I-I VT which is a 
k-tuple (v,, . . . , v,) of numbers, 1 d Vi SQ. Let U = {(VI, . . . , v,) 1 v E V). SO 
U~nVi*,i~{l,. . . ,k} and lUl=IVl=n. 
Forapartition(I,,I,)of1={1,2 ,..., k j let U,, and Cl12 be the images of U in 
I&cl, VT and IJ,,, VT. I t o f 11 ows from Lemma 1 that (1,) 1J is a good partition 
precisely when U = U,, x U,, and thus induces a factoring of G. 
Now we define complete and minimally incomplete index sets which we shall 
use for finding a suitable partition of the set I. 
A subset T c I is called complete, iff UT = niE= VT, i.e., if the projection of U 
into I&ET VT is surjective. A completeness test can be implemented straightfor- 
wardly in time O(n - ITI) by evaluating a(v) for all v E V, projecting the output 
onto the indices in 7’, eliminating duplicates, and counting. 
Note that the graph IJET VT may be exponentially large, but if I&ET IV,*/ > n 
then T cannot be complete. As IV,*1 2 2 (see Lemma 1) we have I-&ET 1 V,*la 21T’ 
and this proves the following. 
Lemma 2. The index set T of factors of an irredundant embedding cannot be 
complete if 21T’ > n, that is, ITI > log n. 
This lemma is the crucial observation which is new. It implies that the index set 
T can be tested for completeness in time O(n log n). 
Now we discuss some properties of complete index sets in canonical 
embeddings. 
Lemma 3. Every singleton (i) c I is complete. Every subset of a complete set is 
complete. If I itself is complete then G = ni,, GT is the Cartesian product of the 
factors G,? and thus every partition of I is good. 
Proof. The first two properties are obvious. Now, the canonical embedding is 
injective (see Feigenbaum [S]), and if I is complete it is also surjective. This 
proves the third property. 0 
A subset T c I is called minimally incomplete if T is not complete but every 
proper subset of T is complete. 
Lemma 4 (Feigenbaum [5]). Every incomplete index set I has a minimally 
incomplete subset. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by exhibiting an algorithm that finds a minimally 
incomplete subset. Let k = III be the number of indices of 1. We check all subsets 
of I of cardinality k - 1; if all are complete then I itself is minimally incomplete. 
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Otherwise some (k - 1)-subset T is incomplete and we test all (k - 2)-subsets of T 
for completeness, and so on. As singletons are complete we get a minimally 
incomplete subset T with ITI 2 2. Observe that, altogether, less than 
k + (k - 1) + (k - 2) + l - l + 3 = O(k*) 
completeness tests are necessary. cl 
It follows from Lemma 2 that, for minimally incomplete sets, an index set T 
cannot be minimally incomplete if 1 T] > 1 + log n. 
So, if we have an incomplete index set I with Ill> 1 i- log n we can reduce the 
problem of finding a minimally incomplete subset in I to the set I’ that includes, 
w.l.o.g., the first (1 + log n) incides of I. Hence less than O(log* n) completeness 
tests are necessary. 
There is an important property of minimally incomplete index sets. 
Lemma 5. Let T be a minimally incomplete subset of I and let (I,, 12) be a good 
partition of I. Then either 
T E I, or T c 12. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there is a partition (T,, T2) of T with Tl c_ II 
and T2 s I,. As Tl and T2 are complete, T must be complete in U1, x Ut2. Now T is 
incomplete in U and therefore we have U # U,, x U,?, a contradiction since (II, 12) 
is a good partition. cl 
Let T be a minimally incomplete subset of the index set I. We replace the 
graphs CT, i E T by a new graph G,* with vertex set V,* = { 1,2, . . . , I&I} which 
we get by a union of the equivalence classes Ei, i E T of the relation 6 (see [7]) to 
a new class EI and a replacement of the mappings aUi, i E T by the new mapping 
G,(V, E\E,). Structurally, G,* is just the subgraph of l&ET G, induced by the 
image of G under the mapping l&e. 1~. 
Since GF cannot be split by a factorization of G (see Lemma 5), this leads us to 
the new representation 
G-+G:xnG;. 
igT 
This new representation has fewer factors than the original (recall I TI 2 2 since 
singletons are complete). It can be found in O(n + m) time since the connected 
components of a graph can be detected within the same bound using standards 
DFS. 
Since the new graph G,* is also irredundant we get a factoring of G into a 
Cartesian product exactly when the new index set IT = {t} U I\ r is complete (see 
Lemma 1). Otherwise I has a minimally incomplete subset T’ with which we do 
the same as with T. We repeat the algorithm until we have a complete index set 
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index set I’. At most k - 1 = O(n) iterations are necessary to obtain the prime 
factorization of G because a minimally incomplete set has at least cardinality 2 
and there are as many as n - 1 factors in the canonical embedding. We get the 
factorization 
If 11’j= 1 then G is unfactorable. 
In summary, there are O(log’n) completeness tests to find a minimally 
incomplete subset of indices, the time needed per completeness test is O(n log n), 
and we need O(n + m) time to build the new factor that replaces the factors of 
the minimally complete index set. There are O(n) such phases to arrive at a 
representation for which the whole set I is complete, at which point we have 
factored G into primes. 
Thus we have proved that there is an O(nm + n* log3 n) implementation for 
finding the partition of the set Fof factors if the canonical embedding is available. 
It is not hard to show that this algorithm needs O(n”) space. 
This implementation can be improved using a method af Feigenbaum [5]. 
Assume T with ITI = k is incomplete. To test T for minimal incompleteness, we 
need to test each cl= T\(i), 1-l C ’ s k, for completeness. The strategy is to test z 
in time O(k - n) and then use the information gathered in this step to test each 6, 
23 i 3 k in the additional time O(n). For detailed information see [S]. Now it 
follows from Lemma 2 that k d 1 + log n for a minimally incomplete index set T. 
Thus we can implement the inner loop of Winkler’s algorithm (testing T for 
minimal incompleteness) in time O(n log* n). This proves the main result of the 
paper. 
Theorem 1. There is an O(nm + n* log* n) implementation of Winkler’s method 
for deriving the prime factors of a connected graph G provided its ccnonical 
embedding (Y is available. 
The obvious implementation of Winkler’s algorithm 193 takes time O(n”); an 
O(n”) implementation is given in [2]. The importance of Theorem 1 is enhanced 
by the fact that a can be computed in i>(nm) time by recent methods of 
Aurenhammer and Hagauer [l]. In conjunction with their result, this brings down 
the overall time complexity of factoring a connected graph from 0(n4) to 
O(nm + n* log* n). We thus obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. There is an O(nm + n* log* n) implementation for finding the 
prime-factoring of a ccinnected Carlesian-product graph. 
Since the algorithm in [l] for computing 6 needs O(n’) space, the new, 
combined algorithm for 6 and factorization also needs O(n’) space. Thus, the 
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new algorithm of Feder [4] which computes 6 in time O(nm) and space O(m) 
does not reduce the space complexity of this particular factorization method. 
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that Feigenbaum et al. [6] have found an 
algorithm with complexity O(n4.‘) that does not involve Graham and Winkler’s 
&relation. Their method is based on a relation introduced by Sabidussi [8]. 
Finally, Aurenhammer et al. [2] have found another factoring algorithm that 
avoids 6. It takes O(m logn) time and O(m) space. 
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